
The Breeder’s Equation (Stephanie Sjoberg, Nikayla Strauss, and Dylan Larkin) 
Introduction 

● The origins of the breeder’s equation are fairly ambiguous.  
● Three researchers played influential roles in the development of the equation. These researchers 

are Karl Pearson, Dr. Jay Lush, and Dr. Russell Lande.  
Breakdown of Breeder’s Equation 

● R=h²S R=response to selection, the difference between the mean of the population before selection 
and the mean of the offspring h²=heritability, scaling factor S=selection differential, difference 
between the mean of the population and the mean of the population that reproduces 

● Heritability can be narrow sense (Va/Vp), proportion of genetic variation that is due to additive 
genetic values or broad sense (Vg/Vp), Proportion of phenotypic variation due to genetic values that 
include the effects of dominance and epistasis. Narrow sense should be used for plant and animal 
systems 

● The equation can be used for univariate or multivariate analysis. Multivariate analysis uses the 
same equation but in matrix form to allow for analysis of multiple correlated traits 

Applications 
● Genetic Achievements in Animal and Plant Breeding 

○ Milk yields of US Holstein cows has increased by nearly 100% since 1957 
○ Oil content in corn has been manipulated in both directions via artificial selection 

● Indirect Selection as Evolutionary Force 
○ Lande (1979) looked at the relationship between brain size and body size, and found that 

selection on one trait will also change the other (aka indirect selection) 
● Selection Differentials and Selection Gradiants 

○ In a study of stink bugs’ fitness and physiological traits associated, Lande & Arnold (1983) 
showed that observed change in mean phenotype within a generation may be a very poor 
indicator of the actual forces of selection estimated by the selection gradient  

● Breeder’s Equation vs. Robertson-Price identity 
○ Morrissey et al. (2010) concluded that the relationship between fitness and genes must be 

the same as the relationship between fitness and phenotypes in order for predictions of the 
breeder’s equation and the Robertson-Price identity to be the same 
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